DOUBLE-RING NETWORK SYSTEM, METHOD FOR DETERMINING TRANSMISSION PRIORITY IN DOUBLE-RING NETWORK AND TRANSMISSION STATION DEVICE

Abstract

According to one embodiment, in a double-ring network, a master station includes a transmitting and receiving permission switch portion, a communication port A at an A-system side, a communication port B at a B-system side, a first receiving control circuit portion, a transmitting and receiving control circuit portion, a frame data generating circuit portion, a logical address determining circuit portion, a live list setting circuit portion and an address list setting circuit portion. The master station determines a token order (a transmission priority, also called a logical address) using a shortest path function by the logical address determining circuit portion and the address list setting circuit portion such that the token order does not depend on physical addresses of transmission stations and is matched to a connection order of transmission stations to realize path optimization. This reduces a transmission time.
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- LIVE LIST (BIT MAP): LL
  LOGICAL ADDRESSES ARE SHOWN IN BIT MAP
  VALID 256bit (256 NODES × 1bit)

- ADDRESS LIST: AL
  VALUE OF PHYSICAL ADDRESS (1) OF SYNCHRONOUS NODE IS ASSOCIATED WITH
  AL ADDRESS 0 AND MANAGED AS LOGICAL ADDRESS [0].
  SUBSEQUENTLY, AL ADDRESSES WITH WHICH PHYSICAL ADDRESSES (2), (3), (4)...
  ARE ASSOCIATED ARE ARRANGED AS LOGICAL ADDRESSES [1], [2], [3]...
  2kbit (256 NODES × 8bit)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Is master station transmission station node transmitting station hub or branching station node?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Is port through which master station receives req communication port a, communication port b, or star port?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Is node which relays req transmission station node, transmission station hub, or nothing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Nothing means that synchronous node receives directly req.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Node transmitting req and node relaying req</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Node transmitting req is transmission station node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Req is relayed if V≠0, yes, V=0, no.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case 1:**
- Associate with logical address corresponding to 6.1, 7.2

**Case 2:**
- Associate with logical address corresponding to 6.1

**Case 3:**
- Associate with terminal logical address corresponding to 6.2, 7.1

**Case 4:**
- Associate with logical address corresponding to 6.3

**Case 5:**
- Associate with terminal logical address corresponding to 6.4

**Fig. 5**
### Condition 1: Is Master Station Transmission Station Node, Transmission Station Hub or Branching Station Node?

1. Is Port Through Which Master Station Receives Req Communication Port A, Communication Port B or Star Port?
2. Is Node Which Transmits Req Transmission Station Node, Transmission Station Hub or Branching Station Node?

### Table: Node Transmitting Req and Node Relaying Req

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Transmitting Req</th>
<th>Node Relaying Req</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Station Node</td>
<td>Transmission Station Node</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Case 1: Associate with Logical Address "v+1" Corresponding to 6.1, 7.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMUNICATION PORT A SYSTEM</th>
<th>COMMUNICATION PORT B SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: Associate with Logical Address &quot;v&quot; Corresponding to 6.2, 7.1</td>
<td>Case 2: Associate with Logical Address &quot;v&quot; Corresponding to 6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Case 3: Associate with Logical Address "v+1" Corresponding to 7.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMUNICATION PORT A SYSTEM</th>
<th>COMMUNICATION PORT B SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: Associate with Logical Address &quot;v&quot; Corresponding to 6.2, 7.1</td>
<td>Case 2: Associate with Logical Address &quot;v&quot; Corresponding to 6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Case 4: Associate with Logical Address "v+1" Corresponding to 7.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMUNICATION PORT A SYSTEM</th>
<th>COMMUNICATION PORT B SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: Associate with Logical Address &quot;v&quot; Corresponding to 6.2, 7.1</td>
<td>Case 2: Associate with Logical Address &quot;v&quot; Corresponding to 6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Case 5: Associate with Logical Address "v+1" Corresponding to 7.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMUNICATION PORT A SYSTEM</th>
<th>COMMUNICATION PORT B SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: Associate with Logical Address &quot;v&quot; Corresponding to 6.2, 7.1</td>
<td>Case 2: Associate with Logical Address &quot;v&quot; Corresponding to 6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 6A

[Diagram showing logical relationships and node associations]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A-SYSTEM REQ</th>
<th>B-SYSTEM REQ</th>
<th>TRANT STATION HUB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CASE 1) ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;1&quot;</td>
<td>CASE 6) ASSOCIATE WITH TERMINAL LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;V&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CASE 2) ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;V+1&quot;</td>
<td>CASE 7) ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;V&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CASE 3) ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;JA+1&quot;</td>
<td>CASE 7) ASSOCIATE WITH TERMINAL LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;V&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CASE 1) ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;1&quot;</td>
<td>CASE 7) ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;V&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CASE 2) ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;V+1&quot;</td>
<td>CASE 7) ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;V&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CASE 3) ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;JA+1&quot;</td>
<td>CASE 7) ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS &quot;V&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR REQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-SYSTEM REQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR REQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CASE 4)** ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS "1"

**CASE 5)** ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS "V+1"

**CASE 5)** ASSOCIATE WITH LOGICAL ADDRESS "JA+1"
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FIRST PERIOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NODE 1 TRANSMITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYNLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NODE 2 TRANSMITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NODE 5 TRANSMITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 21

(a) FIRST EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT

| Pre | - | M | T | V | - | FCS |

V: LOGICAL ADDRESS OF ADJACENT NODE RELaying REQ
T: TYPE OF NODE REQUESTING ENTRY
M: PHYSICAL ADDRESS OF NODE REQUESTING ENTRY

(b) SECOND EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT

| Pre | - | M | T | V | - | JA | - | FCS |

JA: STAR TERMINAL LOGICAL ADDRESS OF HUB RELaying REQ
HUB RELAYS TG: LOGICAL ADDRESS OF HUB
TG RELAYS JTGI: "FF"
V: LOGICAL ADDRESS OF ADJACENT NODE RELaying REQ
T: TYPE OF NODE REQUESTING ENTRY
M: PHYSICAL ADDRESS OF NODE REQUESTING ENTRY
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(a) 7.1 (NODE-COMMUNICATION PORT B - CASE 6)

(b) 7.1 (NODE-COMMUNICATION PORT B - CASE 6)

(c) 7.2 (NODE-COMMUNICATION PORT A - CASE 1)

(d) 7.2 (NODE-COMMUNICATION PORT A - CASE 1)

(e) 7.3 (NODE-COMMUNICATION PORT A - HUB - CASE 2)

(f) 7.3 (NODE-COMMUNICATION PORT A - HUB - CASE 2)

(g) 7.4 (NODE-COMMUNICATION PORT B - HUB - CASE 7)

(h) 7.4 (NODE-COMMUNICATION PORT B - HUB - CASE 7)
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(a) 7.8 (NODE - COMMUNICATION PORT B - HUB - THERE IS RELAY - CASE 7)

(b)

(c) 7.9 (NODE - COMMUNICATION PORT B - BRANCHING STATION - THERE IS RELAY - CASE 9)

(d)

(e) 7.10 (NODE - COMMUNICATION PORT B - BRANCHING STATION - THERE IS RELAY - CASE 9)

(f)
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(a) EXAMPLE 2 OF ENTERED STRUCTURE (INCLUDING HUB)

(b)  

(c)
FIG. 26
EXAMPLE OF WITHDRAWN STRUCTURE

(a) 8.1

(b)

(c) 8.2

(d)

(e) 8.3

(f)
DOUBLE-RING NETWORK SYSTEM,
METHOD FOR DETERMINING
TRANSMISSION PRIORITY IN
DOUBLE-RING NETWORK AND
TRANSMISSION STATION DEVICE

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001] This is a Divisional of U.S. application Ser. No. 13/366,142, filed Dec. 23, 2011, which is based upon and claims the benefit of priority from Japanese Patent Application No. 2010-293159, filed Dec. 28, 2010, the entire contents of both of which are incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

[0002] Embodiments described herein relate generally to a double-ring network system, a method for determining a transmission priority in a double-ring network, and a transmission station device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] There is a token-ring method (hereinafter simply called “token-ring”) for transmitting or receiving data between nodes (transmission stations) connected to a transmission line such as a LAN (local area network). Generally, in token-ring, a token is defined and constantly circulates in a transmission line. This prevents frames from colliding each other on the transmission line. Namely, the token-ring differs from CSMA/CD method and can avoid the collision.

[0004] For example, patent document 1 (Japanese Published Unexamined Patent Application No. 2004-166074) discloses a data transmission method in which a transmission station eligible to transmit a frame is controlled by a token, one transmission station is set as a synchronous node among transmission stations, and a synchronous frame (SYN frame) including information as to whether or not a transmission station is active, which is transmitted by the synchronous node, is used.

[0005] Patent document 2 (Japanese Published Unexamined Patent Application No. 2006-31132) discloses a data transmission method in token-ring in which the token-ring has a ring topology where two or more transmission stations each of which has two communication ports allowing two-way communication are connected in a ring shape, any adjacent two transmission stations are set to be terminal stations, any transmission station is set to a synchronous node, and transmission is controlled while a frame transmitted beyond the terminal station is set to be invalid.

[0006] These data transmission methods described in Patent documents 1 and 2 avoid frame collision by limiting to one the number of transmission stations (nodes) eligible to transmit a frame on a transmission line using a token for the predetermined duration. For example, a transmission station starts transmission to a master station in order of increasing a node number which is set as a token order. Thus, the length of time of transmission to the master station largely varies depending on the assignment of node number in the token-ring network system.

[0007] For example, there is a problem that a transmission time necessary for a synchronous transmission by a synchronous frame largely varies between a case where transmission stations are connected in a ring shape whose node numbers are assigned in order of transmission priority previously set and a case where transmission stations are connected in a ring shape whose node numbers are not assigned in order of transmission priority previously set. The latter case brings delayed accumulation between transmission stations, which causes delay of transmission time.

[0008] In the token-ring network system, there is a possibility that a transmission station is changed or added. In this case, it is necessary to create a loss-free network system where an operator determines a transmission priority of the transmission station and connects the transmission station on the transmission line in view of the transmission priority such that delay of transmission time does not occur. However, the operator is burdened with the creation of network system in view of a transmission priority.

[0009] Patent documents 1 and 2 disclose the methods in which the master station accepts an REQ frame from only a node which is allowed to transmit it by the master station during MAC control time. Thus, in a case where 256 transmission stations (including a master station) enter into the transmission line, the master station needs to perform 256 scans using SYN frames. This requires a great deal of time until all transmission stations are allowed to transmit an REQ frame to the master station.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] FIG. 1 is a schematic structure diagram in a control method of a double-ring network according to a first exemplary embodiment.

[0011] FIG. 2 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates a transmission priority according to the first exemplary embodiment.

[0012] FIG. 3 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates a relationship between a live list and an address list according to the first exemplary embodiment.

[0013] FIG. 4 is a schematic structure diagram of a logical address determining circuit portion and an address list setting circuit portion according to the first exemplary embodiment.

[0014] FIG. 5 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates determination processing of the logical address determining circuit portion according to the first exemplary embodiment.

[0015] FIG. 6A is an explanatory diagram that illustrates determination processing of the logical address determining circuit portion according to a second exemplary embodiment.

[0016] FIG. 6B is an explanatory diagram that illustrates the determination processing of the logical address determining circuit portion according to a second exemplary embodiment.

[0017] FIG. 7 is a schematic structure diagram of the live list setting circuit portion according to the first exemplary embodiment.

[0018] FIG. 8 is a sequence diagram in the control method of the double-ring network according to the first exemplary embodiment.

[0019] FIG. 9 is a sequence diagram in the control method of the double-ring network according to the first exemplary embodiment.

[0020] FIG. 10 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates synchronous frames according to the first and second exemplary embodiments.

[0021] FIG. 11 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates frames in a zero period according to the first exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 12 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates frames in a first period according to the first exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 13 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates frames in a second period according to the first exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 14 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates frames in a third period according to the first exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 15 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates frames in a fourth period according to the first exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 16 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates frames in a fifth period according to the first exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 17 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates an address list generated when a transmission station enters into a loop according to the first exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 18 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates an address list generated when a transmission station enters into the loop according to the first exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 19 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates an address list generated when a transmission station enters into the loop according to the first exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 20 is a schematic structure diagram in a control method of a double-ring network according to the second exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 21 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates connection request frames at a time when a hub enters into a loop according to the second exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 22 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates an address list generated when a hub enters into the loop according to the second exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 23 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates an address list generated when a hub enters into the loop according to the second exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 24 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates an address list generated when a hub enters into the loop according to the second exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 25 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates an address list generated when a hub enters into the loop according to the second exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 26 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates an address list generated when a hub withdraws from the loop according to the second exemplary embodiment.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

According to one embodiment, a double-ring network system includes one or more transmission stations each of which is connected to a double-ring network and includes two communication ports allowing two-way communication. Any one of the one or more transmission stations functions as a master station. A new transmission station, which enters into the double-ring network, transmits a connection request frame including a physical address of the new transmission station, according to a reception of a synchronous frame from the master station. The master station associates the transmitted physical address with a logical address for determining a transmission priority of each transmission station connected to the double-ring network, to determine a transmission priority of the new transmission station. The master station includes: a transmitting and receiving portion that controls a transmission and reception timing, transmits a generated frame from the two communication ports, and introduces therein a frame received via the double-ring network according to a transmission of a synchronous frame; a frame detection determining circuit portion that determines whether or not the transmitting and receiving portion receives the connection request frame; an address list setting circuit portion that includes transmission priority setting circuits to which logical addresses are sequentially assigned, and transmits a physical address of a transmission station set in each transmission priority setting circuit and a logical address of the each transmission priority setting circuit in which the physical address of the transmission station is set; a logical address determining circuit portion that determines, when the frame detection determining circuit portion receives the connection request frame, a logical address whose a value corresponds to a connection number of the new transmission station such that transmission priorities of transmission stations match a connection order on the double-ring network, and sets the physical address included in the connection request frame in a transmission priority setting circuit to which the determined logical address is assigned; and a frame data generating circuit portion that generates a synchronous frame in which a logical address and a logical address from the address list setting circuit are added, and instructs the transmitting and receiving portion to transmit the generated synchronous frame.

According to one embodiment, a method for determining a transmission priority of a transmission station connected to a double-ring network system to which one or more transmission stations each of which is connected to the double-ring network and includes two communication ports allowing two-way communication are connected, wherein any one of the one or more transmission stations functions as a master station. The method includes: generating, via the master station, an address list in which one or more logical addresses for determining one or more transmission priorities of the one or more transmission stations connected to the double-ring network are arranged in ascending order; transmitting, via the master station, to the one or more transmission stations connected to the double-ring network a synchronous frame which includes therein the one or more logical addresses associated with one or more physical addresses of the one or more transmission stations; transmitting, via a new transmission station to be connected to the double-ring network, to the master station a connection request frame which includes a physical address of the new transmission station; setting, when each transmission station other than the master station receives the synchronous frame, a logical address included in the synchronous frame as a transmission priority of the each transmission station and transmitting, via the each transmission station, a frame data to the master station according to its own transmission priority; associating, via the master station, on the address list the physical address included in the connection request frame transmitted from the new transmission station according to a transmission of the synchronous frame, with a logical address whose a value corresponds to a connection number of the new transmission station such that transmission priorities of transmission stations match a connection order on the double-ring network; obtaining, via the master station, when receiving the connection request frame in a state where physical addresses are assigned on the address list, logical addresses generated by adding one to each of logical addresses equal to or more than the logical address associated with the physical address.
included in the connection request frame, and associating with the obtained logical addresses physical addresses associated with the logical addresses equal to or more than the logical address; and transmitting, via the master station, every time when a physical address is assigned on the address list, to the double-ring network the synchronous frame to which the physical address and a logical address associated with the physical address are added.

[0039] According to one embodiment, a transmission station device which is connected to a double-ring network and includes two communication ports allowing two-way communication. The transmission station device includes: a transmitting and receiving portion that controls a transmission and reception timing, transmits a generated frame from the two communication ports, and introduces therein a frame received via the double-ring network according to a transmission of a synchronous frame; a frame detection determining circuit portion that determines whether or not the transmitting and receiving portion receives a connection request frame from a new transmission station; an address list setting circuit portion that includes transmission priority setting circuits to which logical addresses indicative of transmission priorities on the double-ring network are sequentially assigned, and transmits a physical address of a transmission station set in each transmission priority setting circuit and a logical address of the each transmission priority setting circuit in which the physical address of the transmission station is set; a logical address determining circuit portion that determines, when the frame detection determining circuit portion receives the connection request frame, a logical address whose value corresponds to a connection number of the new transmission station such that transmission priorities of transmission stations match a connection order on the double-ring network, and sets the physical address included in the connection request frame in a transmission priority setting circuit to which the determined logical address is assigned; and a frame data generating circuit portion that generates a synchronous frame to which a physical address and a logical address from the address list setting circuit are added, and instructs the transmitting and receiving portion to transmit the generated synchronous frame.

[0040] In first and second exemplary embodiments, transmission priorities of nodes at a synchronous time are controlled to reduce the synchronous time. In this data transmission method, frame collision is avoided by limiting to one the number of nodes eligible to transmit a frame on a transmission line for the predetermined duration. Namely, by introducing a shortest path function in the data transmission method according to the first and second embodiments, a token order is determined such that the token order does not depend on physical addresses of transmission stations and is matched to a connection order of transmission stations to realize path optimization.

[0041] The first and second embodiments will be described hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings. In each drawing, the same or similar symbol is assigned to the same or similar element. It is noted that each drawing shows a typical structure of device, system or the like which differs from a real structure of device, system or the like. Accordingly, a concrete structure should be determined with reference to the following description. It goes without saying that one drawing may include a different part in a structure similar to another drawing.

[0042] As the first exemplary embodiment, it will be described that transmission station nodes “i”, which include a master station, enter into or withdraw from a double-ring network system (simply called “loop”). More specifically, transmission station nodes “i” (1≤i≤5; nodes 1 to 5) are connected to (or disconnected from) a loop as the first exemplary embodiment. As the second exemplary embodiment, it will be described that a transmission station hub “I” enters into a double-ring network system and branching station nodes “i” are connected (star-like connected) to the transmission station hub “I”.

First Exemplary Embodiment

[0043] FIG. 1 is a schematic structure diagram in a control method of a double-ring network according to a first exemplary embodiment. The double-ring network includes two or more transmission stations each of which allows two-way communication and enters into the double-ring network. It is desirable to set any adjacent two transmission stations to be terminal stations and any transmission station to be a master station.

[0044] Each transmission station has the same structure as the master station. Each transmission station has a means for holding a transmission priority (logical address) of its own node informed by the master station, and a means for transmitting from its own node a transmission frame, which includes a connection request frame, a complete frame and the like, according to the transmission priority.

[0045] As shown in FIG. 2 (a), in the data transmission method disclosed in Patent document 1, a token is ordered in order of node address (physical address) at a synchronous time, which uniquely determines a transmission priority in order of node address. For example, nodes A and B are respectively set to be priority nodes 1 and 2.

[0046] The master node has a structure shown in FIG. 1 and determines a token order (transmission priority “0”, “1”, “2”, “3”, “4” . . . ; also called “logical address”) in order of node connection by introducing a shortest path function, to realize path optimization, without depending on node addresses (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) . . . ; also called “physical address”) (see FIG. 2 (b)). This reduces a transmission time. In the drawings, values of physical addresses correspond to numerical numbers in parenthesis and values of logical addresses correspond to numerical numbers in square brackets.

(Structure of Each Element)

[0047] As shown in FIG. 1, the master station (node 1) includes a transmitting and receiving permission switch portion 10, and an A-system (clockwise) side communication port 20 (also called communication port A) and a B-system (anticlockwise) side communication port 30 (also called communication port B) that are connected to the transmitting and receiving permission switch portion 10. The communication port 20 has a receiver (RVR-A) and a transmitter (TVR-A) to perform two-way communication with an adjacent transmission station. The communication port 30 has a receiver (RVR-B) and a transmitter (TVR-B) to perform two-way communication with an adjacent transmission station.

[0048] A first receiving control circuit portion 40 is connected to the transmitting and receiving permission switch portion 10. A MAC/DLC (hereinafter called transmitting and receiving control circuit portion) 50 is connected to the first receiving control circuit portion 40. The transmitting and
receiving permission switch portion 10, a frame detection determining circuit portion 60 and a frame data generating circuit portion 70 are connected to the transmitting and receiving control circuit portion 50. The transmitting and receiving permission switch portion 10, the first receiving control circuit portion 40 and the transmitting and receiving control circuit portion 50 are collectively called a transmitting and receiving portion.

[0049] A logical address determining circuit portion 80 is connected to the frame detection determining circuit portion 60. A live list setting circuit portion 90 (also simply called live list or LL) and an address list setting circuit portion 100 (also simply called address list or AL) are connected to the logical address determining circuit portion 80. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 and the address list setting circuit portion 100 are collectively called a shortest path function.

[0050] A computer portion 110 is connected to the live list setting circuit portion 90 and the address list setting circuit portion 100 and instructs the frame data generating circuit portion 70 to generate a certain frame. A physical address setting portion 120 is connected to the computer portion 110.

[0051] The master station does not determine a transmission priority according to physical addresses of transmission stations (nodes), but has the shortest path function that carries out control and setting such that the logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines logical addresses of transmission stations in order of node connection in the network and respectively associates physical addresses of transmission stations with the determined logical addresses.

[0052] Each element will be described in detail.

[0053] The address list setting circuit portion 100 manages transmission priorities of transmission stations, which have physical addresses (e.g., (1) to (5)), connected to the double-ring network using a hardware. The physical addresses are node addresses that are previously and uniquely assigned to the transmission stations and do not overlap one another. The address list setting circuit portion 100 includes a predetermined number (e.g., 256) of transmission priority setting circuits 101 (e.g., D-FF (D-type flip-flop)) to which numerical numbers (e.g., 0, 1, 2 . . . 255) are sequentially assigned (see FIG. 4). A transmission priority setting circuit 101 holds a physical address M, which is determined by the logical address determining circuit portion 80, based on a logical address in response to an address modification EN signal.

[0054] Namely, the transmission priority setting circuits 101 are arranged in order of the assigned numerical numbers, determine transmission priorities of the transmission stations, which have the physical addresses M, in order of the numerical numbers of the transmission priority setting circuits 101 without depending on the physical addresses M, and set the transmission priorities to the nodes. This allows each transmission station to transmit a transmission frame according to its own transmission priority when receiving an SYN frame, which reduces a transmission time. The conventional master station accepts an REQ frame from only nodes which are allowed to transmit it by the master station during MAC control time. Thus, in a case where 256 transmission stations (including the master station) enter into the network, the master station needs to perform 256 scans using SYN frames. In contrast, according to the present embodiment, once the master station transmits an SYN frame, each node returns an REQ frame according to its own transmission priority. This does not need to perform 256 scans to reduce a transmission time. The address list setting circuit portion 100 will be described in detail hereinafter with reference to the drawings.

[0055] The live list setting circuit portion 90 is a register (live list LL) that manages each logical address of transmission station set in the address list setting circuit portion 100. More specifically, the live list setting circuit portion 90 manages the transmission priorities set in the address list setting circuit portion 100 by one-to-one relationship between a logical address and a physical address of each transmission station (see FIG. 3). The logical address determining circuit portion 80 and the live list setting circuit portion 90 will be described in detail later with reference to FIG. 4.

[0056] The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines a logical address which will be associated with a physical address M of transmission station (node) carrying out a connection request, according to (i) information as to whether the communication port A or the communication port B receives a connection request frame (REQ frame) and (ii) a logical address V of transmission station that relays the REQ frame and is adjacent to the transmission station (node), whose information is included in the REQ frame, carrying out the connection request. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then sets the physical address M in a transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the determined logical address. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines a logical address with reference to a condition FG shown in FIGS. 5, 6A and 6B. The condition FG of FIG. 6A will be described in the second exemplary embodiment.

[0057] Frame format will be described later. Abbreviations stand for the followings.

[0058] Pre: a preamble
[0059] FCS: a frame check code
[0060] LL: a live list, “0” to “255”, 256 bits (valid/invalid 256 bits)
[0061] AL: an address list, “0” to “255”, 8 bits*256 (physical address)
[0062] M: a physical address of node/hub carrying out a connection request (“1” to “254”)
[0063] T: a type of node/hub carrying out a connection request (transmission station node/transmission station hub/branching station node)
[0064] V: a logical address of transmission station relaying an REQ frame (“1” to “255”)
[0065] N: a logical address of node/hub transmitting a CMP frame or an LTD frame (“1” to “254”)
[0066] JA: a star terminal logical address (“1” to “254”) of hub in case where a transmission station hub relays an REQ frame from a branching station node carrying out a connection request;
[0067] a logical address (“1” to “254”) of transmission station hub relaying an REQ frame in case where a transmission station hub relays an REQ frame from a transmission station node or a transmission station hub carrying out a connection request;
[0068] a fixed value (“255”) in a case where a transmission station node relays an REQ frame from a branching station node carrying out a connection request; and
[0069] a fixed value (“0”) in a case where a transmission station node relays an REQ frame from a transmission station node or a transmission station hub carrying out a connection request.
The condition FG is as follows.

(1) determining whether a master station is a transmission station node, a transmission station hub or a branch station node;

(2) determining whether a master station receives an REQ frame through a communication port A, a communication port B or a star port (in a star connection where branching station nodes are connected to a transmission station hub) thereof;

(3) determining whether a node transmitting an REQ frame is a transmission station node, a transmission station hub or a branching station node;

(4) determining whether an REQ frame is not relayed by any node (V=0) and is received by a master station or is relayed by any node (V=0) and received by a master station (V: logical address of adjacent node relaying it);

(5) determining whether a node (REQ relaying node) relaying an REQ frame is a transmission station node, a transmission station hub or nothing (nothing: a master station is adjacent to a node carrying out a connection request and receives an REQ frame which is not relayed).

As shown in FIG. 5, a logical address is determined according to the determination result of condition FG. More specifically, in a case where a transmission station or the like newly enters into the network (loop), in order to set logical addresses sequentially in order of entering into the loop, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts one or more physical addresses of transmission stations, which have already entered into the loop and have been registered in one or more transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to one or more valid logical addresses equal to or more than a logical address determined according to the determination result of condition FG, to one or more transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to new one or more logical addresses each of which has a value generated by adding one to a value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the determined logical address (+1's shift). The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers a physical address of the transmission station or the like newly entering into the loop in a transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the determined logical address.

In contrast, in a case where a transmission station withdraws from the loop, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts one or more physical addresses of transmission stations, which have already entered into the loop and have been registered in one or more transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to new one or more logical addresses more than a logical address of the withdrawing transmission station, to one or more transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to new one or more logical addresses each of which has a value generated by subtracting one from a value of each valid logical address more than the logical address of the withdrawing transmission station (−1's shift). These determinations of logical addresses will be described in "Description of operation of entire system" in detail. These determinations of logical addresses are realized using a hardware circuit and the determined logical addresses are set in the address list setting circuit portion 100.

FIG. 4 is a schematic structure diagram of the logical address determining circuit portion 80 and the address list setting circuit portion 100. First, the address list setting circuit portion 100 will be described.

As shown in FIG. 4, for example, the address list setting circuit portion 100 includes 256 transmission priority setting circuits (D-FPs) 101 for setting a token order. These transmission priority setting circuits 101 have respectively node addresses (logical addresses) from an end in series. The logical addresses represent a token order to be determined on the loop. More specifically, in a case where the maximum number of nodes is 256, the address list setting circuit portion 100 includes 256 transmission priority setting circuits 101 each of which has an 8-bit D-FF (D-type flip-flop). Logical addresses “0”, “1”, “2”, “3”, “4”… “255” are sequentially assigned to the transmission priority setting circuits 101 from the end thereof. In the present embodiment, a logical address “0” is assigned to a master station.

At a former stage of each transmission priority setting circuit 101, there are an order shift instructing circuit 105 and a physical address hold instructing circuit 106. The order shift instructing circuit 105 includes ANDs 102a, 102b and 102c, an OR 103 and the like and shifts a transmission priority. The physical address hold instructing circuit 106 includes ANDs 106a, 106b and 106c, an OR 107 and the like and holds a set physical address. The order shift instructing circuit 105 is connected to the 8-bit D-FF via the physical address hold instructing circuit 106.

When a synchronous node is established, an "address insert" becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102c of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106c of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “0” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address of the synchronous node is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “0” is assigned.

In contrast, when a synchronous node withdraws, a "logical address −1 shift" becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102c of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106c of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “0” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address having been held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” is assigned is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “0” is assigned.

When the logical address “1” is specified by an REQ frame in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, an "address insert" becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102c of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106c of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address of a node, which carries out a connect request using the REQ frame, is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” is assigned.

In contrast, when a node to which the logical address “0” or “1” is assigned withdraws, a "logical address −1 shift" becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102c of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106c of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address having been held
in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” is assigned.

When the logical address “2” is specified by an REQ frame in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, an “address insert” becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102c of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106b of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address of a node, which carries out a connect request using the REQ frame, is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned.

Further, when the logical address “1” is specified by the REQ frame in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, a “logical address +1 shift” becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102b of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106b of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address having been held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” is assigned is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned.

When a node to which the logical address “0”, “1”, or “2” is assigned withdraws, a “logical address –1 shift” becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102a of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106b of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address having been held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “3” is assigned is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned.

When the logical address “254” is specified by an REQ frame in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, an “address insert” becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102c of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106b of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address of a node, which carries out a connect request using the REQ frame, is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned.

When in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102a of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106b of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address having been held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned becomes valid. Thereby, a physical address having been held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “255” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address of a node, which carries out a connect request using the REQ frame, is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “255” is assigned.

When the logical addresses “1” to “254” are specified by REQ frames in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, a “logical address +1 shift” becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102b of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106b of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address of a node, which carries out a connect request using the REQ frame, is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned.

When the logical addresses “0”, “1”, “2”, or “254” is assigned withdraws, a “logical address +1 shift” becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102a of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106b of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address having been held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned become valid.

When the logical addresses “0”, “1”, or “2” is assigned withdraws, a “logical address –1 shift” becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102a of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106b of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address having been held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address having been held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “255” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address having been held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address of a node, which carries out a connect request using the REQ frame, is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “255” is assigned.

When the logical addresses “1” to “254” are specified by REQ frames in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, a “logical address +1 shift” becomes valid in the logical address determining circuit portion 80, thereby the AND 102b of the order shift instructing circuit 105 and the AND 106b of the physical address hold instructing circuit 106 connected to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned become valid. Thereby, a physical address of a node, which carries out a connect request using the REQ frame, is held in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “254” is assigned.

Since proceedings of an “address insert”, a “logical address +1 shift” and a “logical address +1 shift” for each of the logical addresses “3” to “253” are similar to those for the logical address “2” or “254”, the description is omitted.

When the logical address determining circuit portion 80 receives CMP frames and an REQ frame after an SYN frame appears, it performs the above-described determinations to obtain a logical address to be associated with a physical address of transmission station entering into or withdrawing from the loop, and obtain a control value indicative of a shift direction (+1 shift or –1 shift) of physical addresses, which have been set in transmission priority setting circuits 101, to sequentially set the physical addresses in transmission priority setting circuits 101 based on the obtained logical address and the obtained control value.

Next, the live list setting circuit portion 90 will be described with reference to FIG. 7. As shown in FIG. 7, the live list setting circuit portion 90 includes 256 D-FFs (D-type flip-flops) 901. Node addresses (logical addresses) “0” to “255” are sequentially assigned to the D-FFs 901 in order of the arrangement of the transmission priority setting circuits
The five list setting circuit portion 90 further includes write enable circuits 910. Each write enable circuit 910 includes a corresponding address determining circuit 911, an AND 912, ORs 913 and 914, and a synchronous node determining circuit 915. The corresponding address determining circuit 911 receives a logical address from the logical address determining circuit portion 80 and determines whether or not the logical address matches a logical address of corresponding D-FF 901 previously set. The AND 912 carries out an AND operation for an output signal from the corresponding address determining circuit 911 and a physical address of transmission station included in an REF frame. The synchronous node determining circuit 915 receives a CMP frame from each transmission station and determines whether or not the CMP frame is normally transmitted. The OR 914 carries out an OR operation for an output signal from the synchronous node determining circuit 915 and the output signal from the corresponding address determining circuit 911. The OR 913 carries out an OR operation for outputs from the AND 912 and the OR 914 and outputs an output signal to the corresponding D-FF 901.

Namely, for each write enable circuit 910, if a valid value is held in a corresponding 8 bit D-FF 901 in the address list setting circuit portion 100, a live list has a valid value “1.” If a valid value is not held in a corresponding 8 bit D-FF 901 in the address list setting circuit portion 100, a live list has an invalid value “0.”

The transmitting and receiving permission switch portion 10 is a control circuit for switching transmission and reception in a communication port based on an instruction, signal from the MAC/DLC 50. The first receiving control circuit portion 40 determines that a transmission frame is input from either the communication port A or B. If there are transmission frames input from the communication ports A and B, the first receiving control circuit portion 40 switches a communication port from which a transmission frame is first input in preference to the other, until the reception is completed. An output from the first receiving control circuit portion 40 is input and reception-processed in the MAC/DLC 50. Although a terminal station can receive a transmission frame from either a communication portion A or B due to the ring topology, the terminal station normally turns off a reception permission switch at a side of communication port in a blocking state and turns on a reception permission switch at a side of communication port in a non-blocking state.

The transmitting and receiving control circuit portion (MAC/DLC) 50 controls transmission and reception of a transmission frame based on Ethernet (registered trademark) proceedings. The frame detection determining circuit portion 60 is a circuit for detecting a frame such as a SYN frame or a CMP frame. The frame data generating circuit portion 70 generates various frames according to addresses from the list setting circuit portion 90 and the address list setting circuit portion 100 and control data of the computer portion 110, and transmits them to the transmitting and receiving control circuit portion 50. The computer portion 110 is a microprocessor that reads a necessary setting value and writes necessary data in a RAM according to program proceedings stored in a program memory (PROM and working RAM memory or PROM using RAM), and then temporarily holds or reads the necessary data to process it based on sequence proceedings or Ethernet (registered trademark) transmission proceedings in a transmission station. For example, the computer portion 110 transmits a physical address (unique number of transmission station), which is set in the physical address setting portion 120, to the frame data generating portion 70, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 or the like.

Each of nodes other than a master station has the same structure as the master station. When the master station withdraws from the loop, a node (station) having the second highest transmission priority determines a transmission priority (logical address) for a node and associates a logical address with a physical address of the node. When the master station does not withdraw from the loop, each of nodes other than the master station continues only a transmission priority setting circuit 101, which has a logical address of its own node, to be active in the address list setting circuit 100. Thereafter, a transmission priority is determined or a node to be set as a master station is determined according to a state of live list LL.

(Description of Operation of Entire System)

An operation of the double-ring network system will be described below. For connection of transmission stations, it is desirable to construct the B-system after the A-system is constructed or construct the A-system after the B-system is constructed. FIGS. 8 and 9 illustrate sequences of an SYN frame (solid line) and a CMP frame (dotted line) in a case where five transmission stations enter into the loop. Each node generates a CMP frame or the like when an SYN frame is transmitted.

An outline at a time when a transmission station enters into the loop will be described. In a first period during which an REQ frame is transmitted, a node (physical address M) which carries out a connection request transmits an REQ frame during an LPD time. In a second period during which an REQ frame is transmitted, an adjacent node (N-th node) which receives the REQ frame from the node carrying out a connection request relays the REQ frame to a synchronous node. In this way, a transmission frame is transmitted from a transmission station. FIGS. 11 to 16 illustrate frame forms in a zero period to a fifth period as one example. Data, which is included in the REQ frame to be transmitted and relayed, includes the physical address M of the node carrying out a connection request. In a third period during which an REQ frame is transmitted, the synchronous node updates an address list AL.

An outline at a time when a transmission station withdraws from the loop will be described. When the logical address determining circuit portion 80 of a master station searches an address list AL (address list setting circuit portion 100) in order of logical address and does not receive a normal CMP frame from a node, it deletes a physical address associated with a logical address corresponding to the node. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts physical addresses of other nodes, which have valid logical addresses more than the logical address corresponding to the node, to new logical addresses each of which has a value generated by subtracting one from a value of valid logical address more than the logical address corresponding to the node.
Frames generated by the frame data generating circuit portion 70 and the computer portion 110 will be described.

FIG. 10 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates an SYN frame.

A synchronous node generates either an SYN frame (Pre, ..., LI, FCS) shown in FIG. 10(a) or an SYN LST frame (Pre, ..., LI, AL, FCS) shown in FIG. 10(b) and transmits it. The SYN LST frame is constructed by adding an address list AL to the SYN frame. A scan synchronizes depending on transmission of either the SYN frame or the SYN LST frame.

An REQ frame will be described. A physical address of a node carrying out a connection request is added in an address list AL using the REQ frame (see FIG. 21). An REQ frame which will be described in the first exemplary embodiment is shown in FIG. 21(a). An REQ frame which will be described in the second exemplary embodiment is shown in FIG. 21(b). In view of a case where a branching station is connected to a transmission station hub in a star connection structure, the REQ frame shown in FIG. 21(b) is constructed by adding to the REQ frame shown in FIG. 21(a) a terminal logical address JA which indicates that a transmission station hub having a star connection structure has entered into a loop. The transmission station hub identifies a physical address of a branching station with reference to an LPD frame, searches (detects) an address list AL at a time of receiving SYN LST, and obtains a terminal logical address of the branching station following a logical address of the transmission station hub.

When a transmission station node or transmission station hub adjacent to a transmission station node, transmission station hub or branching station which transmits an REQ frame relays the REQ frame, the adjacent transmission station node or transmission station hub adds to the REQ frame a logical address associated with its own physical address in the master station. Further, when a transmission station hub having a star connection structure adjacent to a transmission station node or transmission station hub which transmits an REQ frame relays the REQ frame, the adjacent transmission station hub adds to the REQ frame a terminal logical address of branching station following a logical address associated with its own physical address in the master station.

In the present embodiment, a synchronous node uses a logical address to determine which communication port A or B receives the REQ frame (see FIG. 1). An REQ frame from a node adjacent to a synchronous node is received during an LPD time. An REQ frame which an adjacent node relays is received in slot time. FIGS. 17 to 19 are explanatory diagrams each of which illustrates an address list generated when a transmission station enters into a loop.

An operation at a time when a transmission station node “i” (1≤i≤5) enters into a loop will be described below in detail. Since operations of ANDs, ORs and D-FFs in the live list setting circuit portion 90 and the address list setting circuit portion 100, which will be described below, are the same as those described above, the description of operations of them is omitted. It is noted that the master station may change the following association between a physical address and a logical address on software, using the live list LL and the address list AL shown in FIG. 3.

(Playback at Time when Transmission Station Enters into Loop)

FIG. 17 is an explanatory diagram that illustrates an address list generated when a transmission station enters into a loop. FIG. 17(a) shows an initial state of address list AL. In the address list AL, all transmission priority setting circuits (8 bits D-FFs) 101 in the address list setting circuit portion 100 are tabulated in order of logical addresses. Numerical numbers “0”, “1”, “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”, “6”, “7”, “8”, “9”, “10”, “11”, “12”, “13”, “14”, “15”, “16”, “17”, “18”, “19”, “20”, “21”, “22”, “23”, “24”, “25” and “26” are indicative of unique numbers (logical addresses) of the transmission priority setting circuit 101.

As shown in FIG. 17(b), when a transmission station node 1 enters into a loop, the transmission station node 1 becomes a synchronous node and generates an SYN frame and a CMP frame (see FIG. 11, zero period). As shown in FIG. 17(c), the logical address determining circuit portion 80 transmits an address modification EN and a logical address determining signal and sets a physical address (1) of the transmission station node 1 in a transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which a logical address “0” is assigned. Thus, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 registers the physical address (1) in a transmission priority setting circuit 101 including an 8-bit D-FF to which the logical address “0” is assigned (the address modification is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification is set to “hold” after the physical address (1) is output). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “0” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, as shown in FIG. 17(d), the live list LL and the address list AL are set. It is noted that logical addresses are omitted in the second or more rows in FIG. 17(d).

(Node-Communication Port A—Case 1: 6.1)

As shown in FIG. 17(e), a transmission station node 2 transmits an REQ frame to the communication port A of the synchronous node and enters into the loop. When the transmission station node 2 enters into the loop, the computer portion 110 of the transmission station node 1 instructs the frame data generating circuit portion 70 to generate a SYN frame. The transmitting and receiving control circuit portion 50 transmits the SYN frame to the communication ports A and B via the transmitting and receiving permission switch 10. The computer portion 110 of the transmission station node 2 instructs the frame data generating circuit portion 70 to generate an REQ frame. The transmitting and receiving control circuit portion 50 transmits the REQ frame to the communication port B via the transmitting and receiving permission switch 10 to transmit the REQ frame to the loop. At this time, the physical address setting portion 120 sets a physical address in the computer portion 110. In the transmission station node (master station) 1, the REQ frame is relayed through the transmitting and receiving permission switch 10, the first receiving control circuit portion 40 and the transmitting and receiving control circuit portion 50, and detected in the frame detection determining circuit portion 60.

When the REQ frame is detected, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines where a physical address (2) of the transmission station node 2 newly entering into the loop will be inserted in the address list AL. In detail, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG ((1) to (5)). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 1 (6.1: a transmission node is transmission station node, an REQ
frame is received in communication port A, and there is not an adjacent relay node) in FIG. 5, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 registers the physical address (2) in a transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” is assigned (the address modification is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification is set to “hold” after the physical address (2) is output). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “1” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned). In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 17(f).

(Node-Communication Port B—Case 6: 6.2)

[0116] As shown in FIG. 18(a), a transmission station node 5 transmits an REF frame to the communication port B of the synchronous node and enters into the loop. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG ((1) to (5)). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 6 (6.2: a transmission node is transmission station node, an REF frame is received in communication port B, and there is not an adjacent relay node) in FIG. 5, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 registers the physical address (5), which is included in the REF frame from the transmission station node 5, in a transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” being a current terminal logical address is assigned (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (5) is output). Although the physical address (5) should be associated with a logical address smaller than the logical address “0” by one address, there is not the logical address smaller than the logical address “0” by one address. Due to this, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 associates the physical address (5) with the current terminal logical address. At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “2” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned). In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 18(b).

(Node-Communication Port A—Case 2: 6.3)

[0117] As shown in FIG. 18(c), a transmission station node 3 transmits an REF frame to the communication port A of the synchronous node and enters into the loop. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG ((1) to (5)). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 2 (6.3: a transmission node is transmission station node, an REF frame is received in communication port A, and an adjacent relay node is transmission station node) in FIG. 5, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 registers the physical address (5) registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned, to a transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which a logical address “3” is assigned (“+1” shift, FIG. 18(d)), and then registers a physical address (3), which is included in the REF frame from the transmission station node 5, in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned. At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “3” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned). In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 18(e) through the process shown in FIG. 18(d).

[0118] Namely, when the REF frame (M=3, V=“11”), which is transmitted from the transmission station node 3 (physical address (3)) and relayed by the transmission station node 2 whose physical address (2) is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” is assigned, is input through the communication port A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address “V=41=2” generated by adding one to the logical address “V=11”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines that the physical address (5) set in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the physical address “2” is a physical address to be shifted. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 shifts the physical address (5) to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “3” generated by adding one to the logical address “2” and registers the physical address (3) in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “2” (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (3) is output, see FIG. 18(e)). In FIG. 18(e), although a line is drawn such that a numerical number “2” surrounded by a dotted line moves, this does not indicate that the logical address “2” moves. This indicates that the logical address “2” is associated with a physical address of a transmission station newly entering into the loop. FIGS. 18(f), 22(c), 22(e), 22(g), 23(a), 23(c), 23(e), 24(a), 24(c), 24(e) and 26(a) have the same illustrations as FIG. 18(c).

(Node-Communication Port B—Case 7: 6.4)

[0119] As shown in FIG. 18(f), a transmission station node 4 transmits an REF frame to the communication port B of the synchronous node and enters into the loop (between the transmission station nodes 3 and 5). The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG ((1) to (5)). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 7 (6.4: a transmission node is transmission station node, an REF frame is received in communication port B, and an adjacent relay node is transmission station node) in FIG. 5, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 shifts the physical address (5) registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “3” is assigned, to a transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which a logical address “4” is assigned (“+1” shift, FIG. 18(g)), and then registers a physical address (4), which is included in the REF frame from the transmission station node 4, in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “3” is assigned (see FIG. 18(h)).

[0120] Namely, when the REF frame (M=4, V=“31”), which is transmitted from the transmission station node 4 (physical address (4)) and relayed by the transmission station node 5 whose physical address (5) is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “3” is assigned, is input through the communication port B, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address “V=31=2” generated by adding one to the logical address “31”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines that the physical address (5) set in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “3” is a physical address to be shifted. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 shifts the physical address (5) to the transmission priority
setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “4” generated by adding one to the logical address “3” and registers the physical address (4) in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “3” (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (4) is output, see FIG. 18(h)). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “4” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned). In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 18(h) through the process shown in FIG. 18(g). Finally, the live list LL and the address list AL have final states shown in FIG. 19. It is noted that logical addresses are omitted in the second or more rows in FIG. 19.

[0121] In contrast, in a case where a transmission station node withdraws from the loop, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts one ore more physical addresses of transmission stations, which have already entered into the loop and have been registered in one or more transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to one ore more valid logical addresses more than a logical address of the withdrawing transmission station, to one ore more transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to one ore more logical addresses each of which has a value generated by subtracting one from the value of each valid logical address more than the logical address of the withdrawing transmission station (“−1” shift).

[0122] Accordingly, every time when a transmission station enters into a loop, a master station determines transmission priorities of transmission stations according to a connection order in which the transmission stations are connected to the loop, and sets the transmission priorities to the transmission stations. The transmission stations can sequentially return a frame according to transmission priorities (logical addresses) when receiving an SYN frame. This reduces a transmission time.

Second Exemplary Embodiment

[0123] FIG. 20 is a schematic structure diagram in a control method of a double-ring network according to the second exemplary embodiments. As the second exemplary embodiment, it will be described that a transmission station hub “1” enters into a loop and branching station nodes “2” are connected (star-like connected) to the transmission station hub “1”. In FIG. 20, a transmission station hub 1 is connected between the transmission station nodes 2 and 3, and a transmission station hub 2 is connected between the transmission station nodes 4 and 5. Branching station nodes 1 and 2 are star-like connected to the transmission station hub 1. Branching station nodes 3 and 4 are star-like connected to the transmission station hub 2. A master station 1 has the same structure as the master station 1 shown in FIG. 1.

[0124] An operation at a time when a transmission station hub enters into a loop will be described below in detail, with reference to FIG. 22. When a transmission station hub “1” enters into a loop, an REQ frame shown in FIG. 21(b) from the transmission station hub “1” is constructed by adding JA (star terminal logical address of hub) to the REQ frame shown in FIG. 21(a). The REQ frame is generated in a frame data generating circuit portion 70 of the transmission station hub “1”. In the present embodiment, a physical address (1) of the master station is registered in a transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which a logical address “0” is assigned. A D-FF 901 having a logical address “0” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned).

(Node-Communication Port B—Case 6: 7.1)

[0125] As shown in FIG. 22(a), a transmission station node 7 transmits an REQ frame to the communication port B of the synchronous node and enters into the loop. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG ((1) to (5)). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 6 (7.1: a transmission node is transmission station node, an REQ frame is received in communication port B, and there is not an adjacent relay node) in FIGS. 5 and 6, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 registers the physical address (7), which is included in the REQ frame from the transmission station node 7, in a transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” being a current terminal logical address is assigned (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (7) is output). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “1” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned), and the logical addresses “0” and “1” are valid in the live list LL. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 22(b).

(Node-Communication Port A—Case 1: 7.2)

[0126] As shown in FIG. 22(c), a transmission station node 2 transmits an REQ frame to the communication port A of the synchronous node and enters into the loop. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG ((1) to (5)). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 1 (7.2: a transmission node is transmission station node, an REQ frame is received in communication port A, and there is not an adjacent relay node) in FIGS. 5 and 6, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 shifts the physical address (7) registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” is assigned, to a transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which a logical address “2” is assigned (“+1” shift, FIG. 22(d)), and then registers a physical address (2), which is included in the REQ frame from the transmission station node 2, in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “1” is assigned (see FIG. 22(d)).

[0127] Namely, when the REQ frame (M−(2), V−“1”), which is transmitted from the transmission station node 2 (physical address (2)) and is not relayed by any transmission station node, is input through the communication portion A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address “1”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines that the physical address (7) set in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “1” is a physical address to be shifted. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 shifts the physical address (7) to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “2” generated by adding one to the logical address “1” and registers the physical address (2) in the transmission priority setting circuit 101.
corresponding to the logical address “1” (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (2) is output, see FIG. 22(d)). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “2” in the live list L.L. (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned); and the logical addresses “0”, to “2” are valid in the live list L.L.. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 22(d).

(Node-Communication Port A—Connection Request Transmission Station Hub-Case 2: 7.3)

[0128] As shown in FIG. 22(e), a transmission station hub 3 transmits an REQ frame to the communication port A of the synchronous node and enters into the loop. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG ((1) to (5)). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 2 (7.3: a transmission node is transmission station node, an REQ frame is received in communication port B, and an adjacent relay node is transmission station node) in FIG. 6A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 shifts the physical address (7) registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “3” is assigned, to a transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which a logical address “4” is assigned (“+1” shift), and then registers a physical address (6), which is included in the REQ frame from the transmission station hub 6, in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “3” is assigned.

[0131] Namely, when the REQ frame (M=6, V=”3”), which is transmitted from the transmission station hub 6 (physical address (6)) and relayed by the transmission station node 7 whose physical address (7) is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “3” is assigned, is input through the communication port B, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address “V=3”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines that the physical address (7) set in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “3” is a physical address to be shifted. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 shifts the physical address (7) to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “4” generated by adding one to the logical address “3” and registers the physical address (6) in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “3” (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (6) is output, see FIG. 22(b)). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “4” in the live list L.L. (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned), and the logical addresses “0” to “4” are valid in the live list L.L.. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 22(b).

(Node-Communication Port A—Connection Request Branching Station Node-Case 5: 7.5)

[0132] As shown in FIG. 23(a), a branching station node 11 transmits a REQ frame to the communication port A of the synchronous node and enters into the loop. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG ((1) to (5)). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 5 (7.5: a transmission node is branching station node, an REQ frame is received in communication port A, and an adjacent relay node is transmission station hub) in FIG. 6A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts the physical address (6) of transmission station hub 6 and the physical address (7) of transmission station node 7, which have been registered in two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “3” and “4” equal to or more than the logical address “3” determined according to the determination result of condition FG (within the valid logical addresses “0” to “4”), to two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to two logical addresses “4” and “5” each of which has a value generated by adding one to a
value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the logical address “3” (“+1 shift”). The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers a physical address (11), which is included in the REQ frame from the branching station node 11, in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “3” (see FIG. 23(d)).

[0133] Namely, when the REQ frame (M=11, V=2, T=branching station node), which is transmitted from the branching station node 11 (physical address (11)) and relayed by the transmission station hub 3 whose physical address (3) is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned, is input through the communication portion A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address “V+1=3” generated by adding one to the logical address “V=2”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines that the physical addresses (6) and (7) set in the transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical address “3” and “4” are physical addresses to be shifted. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts the physical address (6) of transmission station hub 6 and the physical address (7) of transmission station node 7, which have been registered in two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “3” and “4” equal to or more than the logical address “3” (within the valid logical addresses “0” to “4”), to two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “4” and “5” each of which has a value generated by adding one to a value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the logical address “3”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers the physical address (11) in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “3” (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (11) is output, see FIG. 23(d)). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “5” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned), and the logical addresses “0” to “5” are valid in the live list LL. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 23(d).

(Node-Communication Port A—there is Hub Relay-Case 3: 7.6)

[0134] As shown in FIG. 23(e), a transmission station node 4 transmits an REQ frame to the communication port A of the synchronous node and enters into the loop. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG (1 to 5). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 3 (7.6: a transmission node is transmission station node, an REQ frame is received in communication port A, and an adjacent relay node is transmission station hub) in FIG. 6A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts the physical address (6) of transmission station hub 6 and the physical address (7) of transmission station node 7, which have been registered in two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “4” and “5” equal to or more than the logical address “4” determined according to the determination result of condition FG (within the valid logical addresses “0” to “5”), to two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “5” and “6” each of which has a value generated by adding one to a value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the logical address “4” (“+1 shift”). The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers a physical address (4), which is included in the REQ frame from the transmission station node 4, in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “4” (see FIG. 23(d)).

[0135] Namely, when the REQ frame (M=4, V=2, T=transmission station node, JA=3), which is transmitted from the transmission station node 4 (physical address (4)) and relayed by the transmission station hub 3 whose physical address (3) is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned, is input through the communication portion A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address “JA+1=4” generated by adding one to the logical address “JA=3”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines that the physical addresses (6) and (7) set in the transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “4” and “5” are physical addresses to be shifted. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts the physical address (6) of transmission station hub 6 and the physical address (7) of transmission station node 7, which have been registered in two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “4” and “5” equal to or more than the logical address “4” (within the valid logical addresses “0” to “5”), to two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to two logical addresses “5” and “6” each of which has a value generated by adding one to a value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the logical address “4”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers the physical address (4) in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “4” (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (4) is output, see FIG. 23(d)). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “6” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned), and the logical addresses “0” to “6” are valid in the live list LL. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 23(d).

(Node-Communication Port A—Connection Request
Branching Station Node-Case 5: 7.7)

[0136] As shown in FIG. 23(e), a branching station node 12 transmits an REQ frame to the communication port A of the synchronous node and enters into the loop. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG (1 to 5). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 5 (7.7: a transmission node is branching station node, an REQ frame is received in communication port A, and an adjacent relay node is transmission station hub) in FIG. 6A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts the physical address (11) of branching station node 11, the physical address (4) of transmission station node 4, the physical address (6) of transmission station hub 6 and the physical address (7) of transmission station node 7, which have been registered in four transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “3”, “4”, “5” and “6” equal to or more than the logical address “3” determined according to the determination result of condition FG (within the valid logical addresses “0” to “6”), to four transmission
priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “4”, “5”, “6” and “7” each of which has a value generated by adding one to a value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the logical address “3” (“+1” shift). The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers a physical address (12), which is included in the REQ frame from the branching station node 12, in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “3” (see FIG. 23(b)).

Namely, when the REQ frame (M=12, V=“2”, T=branching station node), which is transmitted from the branching station node 12 (physical address (12)) and relayed by the transmission station hub 3 whose physical address (3) is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “2” is assigned, is input through the communication portion A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address “V+1=3” generated by adding one to the logical address “V=2”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines that the physical addresses (11), (4), (6) and (7) set in the transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “3”, “4”, “5” and “6” are physical addresses to be shifted. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts the physical address (11) of branching station node 11, the physical address (4) of transmission station node 4, the physical address (6) of transmission station hub 6 and the physical address (7) of transmission station node 7, which have been registered in four transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “3”, “4”, “5” and “6” equal to or more than the logical address “3” (within the valid logical addresses “0” to “6”), to four transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “4”, “5”, “6” and “7” each of which has a value generated by adding one to a value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the logical address “3”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers the physical address (12) in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “3” (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (12) is output, see FIG. 23(f)). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “77” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned), and then the logical addresses “0” to “77” are valid in the live list LL. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on the software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 23(f).

(Node-Communication Port B—There is Hub Relay-Case 7: 7.8)

As shown in FIG. 24(a), a transmission station node 5 transmits an REQ frame to the communication port B of the synchronous node and enters into the loop between the transmission station node 4 and the transmission station hub 6. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG ((1) to (5)). In a case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 7 (7.8: a transmission node is transmission station node, an REQ frame is received in communication port B, and an adjacent relay node is transmission station hub) in FIG. 6A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts the physical address (6) of transmission station hub 6 and the logical address (7) of transmission station node 7, which have been registered in two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “6” and “7” equal to or more than the logical address “6” determined according to the determination result of condition FG (within the valid logical addresses “0” to “7”), to two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “77” and “8” each of which has a value generated by adding one to a value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the logical address “6” (“+1” shift). The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers a physical address (5), which is included in the REQ frame from the transmission station node 5, in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “6” (see FIG. 24(b)).

Namely, when the REQ frame (M=5, V=“6”), which is transmitted from the transmission station node 5 (physical address (5)) and relayed by the transmission station hub 6 whose physical address (6) is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “6” is assigned, is input through the communication portion B, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address “V=6”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines that the physical addresses (6) and (7) set in the transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “6” and “7” are physical addresses to be shifted. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts the physical address (6) of transmission station hub 6 and the physical address (7) of transmission station node 7, which have been registered in two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “6” and “7” equal to or more than the logical address “6” (within the valid logical addresses “0” to “77”), to two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to two logical addresses “77” and “8” each of which has a value generated by adding one to a value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the logical address “6”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers the physical address (5) in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “6” (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (5) is output, see FIG. 24(b)). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “8” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1” is assigned), and then the logical addresses “0” to “8” are valid in the live list LL. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on the software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 24(b).
nation result of condition FG, to a transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to a logical address “9” generated by adding one to the logical address “8” (“+1” shift). The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers a physical address (13), which is included in the REQ frame from the branching station node 13, in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “8” (see FIG. 24(a)).

[0141] Namely, when the REQ frame (M=13, V=7, T=branching station node), which is transmitted from the branching station node 13 (physical address (13)) and relayed by the transmission station hub 6 whose physical address (6) is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “7” is assigned, is input through the communication portion B, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address “V+1=8” generated by adding one to the logical address “V=7”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines that the physical addresses (13) and (7) set in the transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical address “8” and “9” are physical addresses to be shifted. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 shifts the physical address (7) of transmission station node 7, which has been registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “8”, to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “9” generated by adding one to the logical address “8”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers the physical address (13) in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “8” (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (13) is output, see FIG. 24(d)). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “9” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1”) is assigned), and the logical addresses “0” to “9” are valid in the live list LL. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 24(d).

(Node-Communication Port B—Connection Request Branching Station Node-Case 9: 7.10)

[0142] As shown in FIG. 24(e), a branching station node 14 transmits an REQ frame to the communication port B of the synchronous node and enters into the loop. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines the above-described condition FG ((1) to (5)). In case where the determination result of condition FG is a case 9 (7.10: a transmission node is branching station node, an REQ frame is received in communication port B, and an adjacent relay node is transmission station hub) in FIG. 6A, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts the physical address (13) of branching station node 13 and the physical address (7) of transmission station node 7 which have been registered in two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “8” and “9” equal to or more than the logical address “8” determined according to the determination result of condition FG (within the valid logical addresses “0” to “9”), to two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “9” and “10” each of which has a value generated by adding one to a value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the logical address “8” (“+1” shift). The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers a physical address (14), which is included in the REQ frame from the branching station node 14, in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “8” (see FIG. 24(f)).

[0143] Namely, when the REQ frame (M=14, V=7, T=branching station node), which is transmitted from the branching station node 14 (physical address (14)) and relayed by the transmission station hub 6 whose physical address (6) is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “7” is assigned, is input through the communication portion B, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address “V+1=8” generated by adding one to the logical address “V=7”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 determines that the physical addresses (13) and (7) set in the transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical address “8” and “9” are physical addresses to be shifted. Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 respectively shifts the physical address (13) of branching station node 13 and the physical address (7) of transmission station node 7, which have been registered in two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “8” and “9” equal to or more than the logical address “8” (within the valid logical addresses “0” to “9”), to two transmission priority setting circuits 101 corresponding to the logical addresses “9” and “10” each of which has a value generated by adding one to a value of each valid logical address equal to or more than the logical address “8”. The logical address determining circuit portion 80 then registers the physical address (14) in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 corresponding to the logical address “8” (the address modification EN is set to “change”, an address insertion, the address modification EN is set to “hold” after the physical address (14) is output, see FIG. 24(f)). At this time, a D-FF 901 having a logical address “10” in the live list LL (live list setting circuit portion 90) becomes valid (a value “1”) is assigned), and the logical addresses “0” to “10” are valid in the live list LL. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 24(f).

[0144] Finally, the live list LL and the address list AL have final states shown in FIG. 25. FIG. 25(a) shows a final connection topology. FIG. 25(b) shows the final state of live list LL. FIG. 25(c) shows the final state of address list AL. (Example of Withdrawal from Loop)

[0145] Next, withdrawing from a loop will be described. With reference to FIG. 25(a), a case (deactivated case) where the transmission station hub (physical address (6)) withdraws from the loop will be described (see FIG. 26(a)). In this case, there is not a CMP frame from the transmission station hub (physical address (6)). At this time, the logical address “7” becomes empty in the address list.

[0146] When the transmission station hub (physical address (6)) withdraws from the loop, the physical address which is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “7” is assigned is cleared (there is not the transmission station hub (physical address (6)). Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains logical addresses assigned to transmission priority setting circuits 101 which will newly register the physical addresses having been registered in the transmission priority setting circuits 101 to which the valid logical addresses equal to or more than the logical address “9” (“+1” shift) are assigned, by carrying out the “logical address +1 shift”.
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In detail, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains the logical addresses “7” (=“8”−1”), “8” (=“9”−1”) and “9” (=“10”−1”) because the logical addresses “8”, “9” and “10” are valid, and then shifts the physical address (14), which has been registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “8” is assigned, to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “7” is assigned; shifts the physical address (15), which has been registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “9” is assigned, to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “8” is assigned; and shifts the physical address (7), which has been registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “10” is assigned, to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “9” is assigned (see FIG. 26(b)). Namely, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 subtracts one from each of values of valid logical addresses equal to or more than “8”, and then sequentially shifts the physical addresses, which have been registered in the transmission priority setting circuits 101 to which the valid logical addresses equal to or more than the logical address “8” are assigned, to transmission priority setting circuits 101 to which the logical addresses obtained by the subtraction are assigned. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 26(d).

Next, a case (deactivated case) where the branching station node (physical address (13)) withdraws from the loop will be described (see FIG. 26(e)). In this case, there is not a CMP frame from the branching station node (physical address (13)). At this time, the logical address “7” becomes empty in the address list.

When the branching station node (physical address (14)) withdraws from the loop, the physical address which is registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “7” is assigned is cleared (there is not the branching station node (physical address (14))). Then, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains a logical address assigned to a transmission priority setting circuit 101 which will newly register the physical address having been registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “8” (=“7”+1”) is assigned, by carrying out the “logical address −1 shift”.

In detail, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 obtains the logical addresses “7” (=“8”−1”) and “8” (=“9”−1”) because the logical addresses “8” and “9” are valid, and then shifts the physical address (13), which has been registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “8” is assigned, to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “7” is assigned; and shifts the physical address (7), which has been registered in the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “9” is assigned, to the transmission priority setting circuit 101 to which the logical address “8” is assigned (see FIG. 26(d)). Namely, the logical address determining circuit portion 80 subtracts one from each of values of valid logical addresses equal to or more than the logical address “8”, and then sequentially shifts the physical addresses, which have been registered in the transmission priority setting circuits 101 to which the valid logical addresses equal to or more than the logical address “8” are assigned, to transmission priority setting circuits 101 to which the logical addresses obtained by the subtraction are assigned. In the case where the master station manages the association between a physical address and a logical address on software, the address list AL has a state shown in FIG. 26(d).

Accordingly, even if a transmission station hub enters into a loop, a transmission priority of the transmission station hub is determined according to a connection order. In a case where a branching station node is connected (star-like connected) to a transmission station hub, a transmission priority of the branching station node is determined, following a transmission priority of the transmission station hub. Namely, in a state where the transmission priority setting circuits 101 are sequentially arranged, a transmission priority of transmission stations is determined according to the arrangement sequence of transmission priority setting circuits 101 without depending on physical addresses M of the transmission stations, and then the determined transmission priority is set to each node. Thus, each transmission station can transmit a transmission frame based on its own transmission priority according to a reception of SYN frame, which reduces a transmission time.

For example, in a case where 256 transmission stations (including a master station) enter into a loop, the master station needs to perform 256 scans using SYN frames because the master station receives an REQ frame from only a node eligible to transmit a frame in MAC control time. In contrast, in the present embodiment, when a master station transmits an SYN frame, each node returns an REQ frame
according to a connection order. This can reduce a transmis sion time (the master station does not need to perform 256 scans).

Other Exemplary Embodiment

[0156] While certain embodiments have been described, there embodiments have been presented by way of example only, and are not intended to limit the scope of the inventions. Indeed, the novel embodiments described herein may be embodied in a variety of other forms; furthermore, various omissions, substitutions and changes in the form of the embodiments described herein may be made without departing from the spirit of the inventions. The accompanying claims and their equivalents are intended to cover such forms or modifications as would fall within the scope and spirit of the inventions.

[0157] According to a double-ring network system, a method for determining a transmission priority in a double-ring network, and a transmission station device of at least one embodiment described above, a transmission time is automatically reduced even if a transmission station is changed or added.

What is claimed is:

1. A double-ring network system comprising one or more transmission stations each of which is connected to a double-ring network and includes two communication ports allowing two-way communication, wherein:
   - any one of the one or more transmission stations functions as a master station;
   - a new transmission station, which enters into the double-ring network, transmits a connection request frame including a physical address of the new transmission station, according to a reception of a synchronous frame from the master station;
   - the master station associates the transmitted physical address with a logical address for determining a transmission priority of each transmission station connected to the double-ring network, to determine a transmission priority of the new transmission station; and
   - the master station comprises:
     - a transmitting and receiving portion that controls a transmission and reception timing, transmits a generated frame from the two communication ports, and introduces therein a frame received via the double-ring network according to a transmission of a synchronous frame;
     - a frame detection determining circuit portion that determines whether or not the transmitting and receiving portion receives the connection request frame;
     - an address list setting circuit portion that includes transmission priority setting circuits to which logical addresses are sequentially assigned, and transmits a physical address of a transmission station set in each transmission priority setting circuit and a logical address of the each transmission priority setting circuit in which the physical address of the transmission station is set;
     - a logical address determining circuit portion that determines, when the frame detection determining circuit portion receives the connection request frame, a logical address whose a value corresponds to a connection number of the new transmission station such that transmission priorities of transmission stations match a connection order on the double-ring network, based on a communication port via which the connection request frame is received, and sets the physical address included in the connection request frame in a transmission priority setting circuit to which the determined logical address is assigned; and a frame data generating circuit portion that generates a synchronous frame to which a physical address and a logical address from the address list setting circuit are added, and instructs the transmitting and receiving portion to transmit the generated synchronous frame.

2. The double-ring network system according to claim 1, wherein:
   - the master station further includes a line list setting circuit portion that has holding circuits corresponding to the transmission priority setting circuits, and每当 the connection request frame is received and a physical address is set in a transmission priority setting circuit, the master station sequentially validates a holding circuit corresponding to the transmission priority setting circuit.

3. The double-ring network system according to claim 2, wherein when a transmission station withdraws, a holding circuit corresponding to a transmission priority setting circuit in which a physical address is not set is invalidated.

4. The double-ring network system according to claim 1, wherein the logical address determining circuit portion obtains logical addresses generated by adding one to each of logical addresses equal to or more than a logical address to be associated with a physical address included in the connection request frame, and sequentially shifts physical addresses set in transmission priority setting circuits to which the logical addresses more than or equal to the logical address are assigned, to transmission priority setting circuits to which the obtained logical addresses are assigned.

5. A method for determining a transmission priority of a transmission station connected to a double-ring network system to which one or more transmission stations each of which is connected to the double-ring network and includes two communication ports allowing two-way communication are connected, wherein any one of the one or more transmission stations functions as a master station, the method comprising:
   - generating, via the master station, an address list in which one or more logical addresses for determining one or more transmission priorities of the one or more transmission stations connected to the double-ring network are arranged in ascending order;
   - transmitting, via the master station, to the one or more transmission stations connected to the double-ring network a synchronous frame which includes therein the one or more logical addresses associated with one or more physical addresses of the one or more transmission stations;
   - transmitting, via a new transmission station to be connected to the double-ring network, to the master station a connection request frame which includes a physical address of the new transmission station;
   - setting, when each transmission station other than the master station receives the synchronous frame, a logical address included in the synchronous frame as a transmission priority of the each transmission station and transmitting, via the each transmission station, a frame data to the master station according to its own transmission priority;
associating, via the master station, on the address list the physical address included in the connection request frame transmitted from the new transmission station according to a transmission of the synchronous frame, with a logical address whose value corresponds to a connection number of the new transmission station such that transmission priorities of transmission stations match a connection order on the double-ring network, based on a communication port via which the connection request frame is received;

obtaining, via the master station, when receiving the connection request frame in a state where physical addresses are assigned on the address list, logical addresses generated by adding one to each of logical addresses equal to or more than the logical address associated with the physical address included in the connection request frame, and associating with the obtained logical addresses physical addresses associated with the logical addresses equal to or more than the logical address;

transmitting, via the master station, every time when a physical address is assigned on the address list, to the double-ring network the synchronous frame to which the physical address and a logical address associated with the physical address are added.

6. The method according to claim 5, further comprising:

adding, via at least one of the one or more transmission stations, when receiving the connection request frame from an adjacent transmission station, to the connection request frame a logical address which is associated with a physical address of the at least one of the one or more transmission stations in the master station, and relaying the connection request frame to the master station.

7. The method according to claim 5, wherein at least one of the one or more transmission stations is a hub station or a branching station connected to the hub station.

8. A transmission station device which is connected to a double-ring network and includes two communication ports allowing two-way communication, the transmission station device comprising:

a transmitting and receiving portion that controls a transmission and reception timing, transmits a generated frame from the two communication ports, and introduces therein a frame received via the double-ring network according to a transmission of a synchronous frame;

a frame detection determining circuit portion that determines whether or not the transmitting and receiving portion receives a connection request frame from a new transmission station;

an address list setting circuit portion that includes transmission priority setting circuits to which logical addresses indicative of transmission priorities on the double-ring network are sequentially assigned, and transmits a physical address of a transmission station set in each transmission priority setting circuit and a logical address of the each transmission priority setting circuit in which the physical address of the transmission station is set;

a logical address determining circuit portion that determines, when the frame detection determining circuit portion receives the connection request frame, a logical address whose value corresponds to a connection number of the new transmission station such that transmission priorities of transmission stations match a connection order on the double-ring network, based on a communication port via which the connection request frame is received, and sets the physical address included in the connection request frame in a transmission priority setting circuit to which the determined logical address is assigned; and

a frame data generating circuit portion that generates a synchronous frame to which a physical address and a logical address from the address list setting circuit are added, and instructs the transmitting and receiving portion to transmit the generated synchronous frame.

9. The transmission station device according to claim 8, further comprising a live list setting circuit portion that has holding circuits corresponding to the transmission priority setting circuits;

wherein every time when the connection request frame is received and a physical address is set in a transmission priority setting circuit, a holding circuit corresponding to the transmission priority setting circuit is sequentially validated.

10. The transmission station device according to claim 9, wherein when a transmission station withdraws, a holding circuit corresponding to a transmission priority setting circuit in which a physical address is not set is invalidated.

11. The transmission station device according to claim 8, wherein the logical address determining circuit portion obtains logical addresses generated by adding one to each of logical addresses equal to or more than a logical address to be associated with a physical address included in the connection request frame, and sequentially shifts physical addresses set in transmission priority setting circuits to which the logical addresses more than or equal to the logical address are assigned, to transmission priority setting circuits to which the obtained logical addresses are assigned.

* * * * *